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Description
The ISO KIT 420 is an advanced electrician's testing kit
featuring the Socket & See SP400 proving unit and the
VIP200 voltage tester, designed for comprehensive
electrical system assessments.

The SP400, a battery-operated proving unit, ensures
the accuracy of multimeters and voltage detectors by
generating a 50Hz test voltage that simulates an AC
mains supply frequency. This tool is essential for
maintaining compliance with electrician Working
Practices by verifying the precision of electrical testing
equipment.

The VIP200 replaces the VIP150 in this kit, enhancing its
capabilities with features like two-pole voltage
indication, continuity testing, phase rotation, and a
single-pole test facility. It offers automatic AC/DC
selection, LED and audible continuity indication, and
phase rotation for three-phase systems. The VIP200
includes an Auto Test function for battery status,
displays voltage across a broad range (12, 24, 36, 50,
120, 230, 400, 600V), and meets robust safety standards
(IEC 61249-3, 61010-1, IP54).

Accompanying these tools is the Socket & See SAFE
CASE, which provides dedicated storage for both
devices. The case is organized into two compartments
for easy access and protection of the equipment,
allowing for efficient function checks without removing
them from the case.

In summary, the ISO KIT 420 offers electricians a superior
toolset for safe, accurate, and comprehensive
electrical testing, making it an essential kit for
professional electrical diagnostics.

Socket & See Safe Isolation & LOTO Kits
ISO KIT 220 Safe Isolation Kit

ISO KIT 415 Safe Isolation Kit

LOCK KIT 215 Safe Isolation & LOTO Kit

LOCK KIT 420 Safe Isolation & LOTO Kit

■ Battery-operated SP400 proving unit simulates
50Hz test voltage for accurate verification

■ VIP200 voltage tester offers advanced testing
with two-pole indication, continuity and phase
rotation

■ Auto Test function in VIP200 checks battery
condition for dependable usage

■ Wide voltage indication range from 12 to 600V
for comprehensive electrical system assessments

■ Automatic AC/DC selection and polarity
detection streamline testing processes

■ Audible and visual continuity confirmation, along
with phase rotation detection for three-phase
systems

■ Meets robust safety standards including IEC
61249-3, 61010-1, and boasts an IP54 rating

■ Includes a Socket & See SAFE CASE with
dedicated compartments
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